Irregular Verbs Exercise

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate form of the verb.

1. He was .................................. black and blue.

   beat
   beaten
   bitten

2. Who ...................................... the door open?

   leave
   left
   leaved

3. She ................................. a startling revelation.

   made
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4. I have ........................................ his name.

forgot
forgotten
forgetted

5. He has ........................................ another vase.

broke
broken
breaked
6. The cottage was .................................. to ashes.

burnt

burned

Either could be used here

7. I was ........................................ by a loud noise.

awoken

awakened

Either could be used here

8. He ........................................... 100 dollars on that horse and lost his money.

bet

betted
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Either could be used here

9. The injured man ……………………………… to his death.

bleded
bled
bleded

10. You have ………………………….. the wrong path.

chose
choosed
chosen
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11. That watch ……………………………. me 600 dollars.

- cost
- coast
- costed

12. Anti social elements must be severely ………………………… with.

- dealt
- dealed
- dealted

Answers
He was beaten black and blue.
Who left the door open?
She made a startling revelation.
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I have forgotten his name.
He has broken another vase.
The cottage was burnt / burned to ashes.
I was awakened / awoken by a loud noise.
He bet / betted 100 dollars on that horse and lost his money.
The injured man bled to his death.
You have chosen the wrong path.
That watch cost me 600 dollars.
Anti social elements must be severely dealt with.